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Recommendation:
1. That the Councils of the City of Waterloo, the Township of Woolwich and the
Township of Wellesley approve report WWWCAO2017-003.
2. That the Councils receive the attached Appendix A - Waterloo North Hydro –
Talk Hydro Community Engagement Report for Municipal Shareholders as
prepared by NATIONAL Public Relations.
3. That the Councils direct the Holdco Board of Directors to continue to investigate
potential merger and or acquisition transactions in the local geographical area as
identified in the May 23, 2017 KPMG Review of Strategic Options report.
4. That the Councils direct municipal staff to conduct a third party financial benefit
analysis of any potential merger and or acquisition transaction that may be
completed, and that the third party analysis also be shared with the Holdco Board
of Directors along with a reliance letter.
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Executive Summary
On June 7, 2017 the City of Waterloo, the Township of Woolwich and the
Township of Wellesley jointly approved WWWCAO2017-001 Strategic Options –
Waterloo North Hydro Inc. and WWWCAO2017-002 Waterloo North Hydro –
Public Engagement Plan. The respective shareholder Councils of Waterloo North
Hydro Inc. directed further public engagement on evaluation criteria that would
provide guidance on the (3) available options for the Waterloo North Hydro Inc.
asset (Stand-Alone, Merge or Acquisition). Over the course of June-August 2017
staff from the City, Townships and NATIONAL Public Relations consulted with
Waterloo North Hydro customers and stakeholders with the objectives to:
i)
ii)

Inform and Educate: raise awareness of the asset review process and
the Talk Hydro community engagement activities
Consult: drive traffic and engagement to the Talk Hydro website and
public information centres seeking input through the completion of
feedback surveys

Overall the public engagement efforts were positive with 7,198 Talk Hydro.ca
page views, 342 completed Talk Hydro Surveys (What Matters Most To You?),
an estimated audience reach of 457,318 through social media (Twitter and
Facebook), paid advertisement, hydro bill inserts and local news stories.
Additionally 42 visitors attended the Public Information Centres (PIC) or the
Virtual PIC.
Of the following seven evaluation criteria, rates and service reliability were the
top priorities; with the overall results demonstrating that all of the evaluation
criteria are important to the community to varying degrees.
1) Customer Distribution Rates: Safeguard residents and business from
increased distribution rates (250 responses)
2) Reliability and Service Levels: Continue or exceed quality, safety, reliability
and customer service standards. (248 responses)
3) Financial Return to Municipalities: Achieve the best financial return and
overall asset value (120 responses)
4) Synergies & Operational Efficiency Savings: Streamline and enhance service
and systems with innovation and technology. (99 responses)
5) Economic Development: Encourage cost-effectiveness and reinvestment of
capital funds for local growth (93 responses)
6) Local Control - may be diminished and should be assessed against
shareholders’ comfort level (88 responses)
7) Job Retention and Impact on Employees: Preserve existing, local jobs (77
responses)
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Financial Implications
There are no direct financial implications to the City of Waterloo, Township of
Woolwich or Township of Wellesley as a result of this report. The cost to
undertake the comprehensive review and public engagement process was
estimated to be $50,000 to $75,000 and was borne by the Waterloo North Hydro
Holdco entity. Waterloo North Hydro is a significant community asset with an
annual Net Income of $8M (2016), annual combined dividend and interest
income allocation to the shareholders of $5.5M (2016) and an estimated
enterprise value (i.e., the combined value of debt and equity) in the approximate
range of $285M to $350M as at December 31, 2016 (KPMG Review of Strategic
Options – May 23, 2017).

C.

Technology Implications
There are no technology implications associated with this report.

D.

Legal Considerations
Legal issues have been addressed to the satisfaction of City of Waterloo Legal
Counsel.

E.

Link to Strategic Plan
City of Waterloo:
• Corporate Excellence – Ensure balanced consideration of social, cultural,
economic and environmental factors when making fiscally responsible
practise/policies.
• Corporate Excellence – Maximize public service excellence.
Township of Woolwich:
• Healthy Community – Social Capital/Civic Engagement – Provide regular
forums and different methods that will encourage public consultation and
feedback.
• Fiscally Responsible and Sustainable Community – Expand Financial
Sustainability/Best Practices – Explore collaboration and partnership
opportunities that make fiscal sense and ensure best value for taxpayers.
• Best Managed and Governed Municipality – Commit to maintaining high
standards for municipal service delivery.
Township of Wellesley:
• Healthy Communities and Environments - maintain our community’s
healthy lifestyle and safe environment and directly relates to the strategic
objective to ensure long-term and short term financial sustainability of the
Township.
• Public Engagement and Partnerships – Encourage communication with
Township residents by keeping them informed, connected and engaged.
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F.

Previous Reports on this Topic
City of Waterloo:
• CAO2017-008 Waterloo North Hydro – Notice of Motion (March 27, 2017)
• WWWCAO2017-001 Strategic Options – Waterloo North Hydro (June 7,
2017)
• WWWCAO2017-002 Waterloo North Hydro – Public Engagement Plan
(June 7, 2017)
Township of Woolwich:
• Direction to Waterloo North Hydro Holding Company – Strategic Options
(March 28, 2017)
• WWWCAO2017-001 Strategic Options – Waterloo North Hydro (June 7,
2017)
• WWWCAO2017-002 Waterloo North Hydro – Public Engagement Plan
(June 7, 2017)
Township of Wellesley:
• Potential Waterloo North Hydro Comprehensive Review of Sector
Changes and Options (March 28, 2017)
• WWWCAO2017-001 Strategic Options – Waterloo North Hydro (June 7,
2017)
• WWWCAO2017-002 Waterloo North Hydro – Public Engagement Plan
(June 7, 2017)

G.

Approvals
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Author: Tim Anderson, CAO City of Waterloo
Author: David Brenneman, CAO Township of Woolwich
Author: Rik Louwagie, CAO Township of Wellesley
Finance: Keshwer Patel, CFO City of Waterloo
Finance: Richard Petherick, Treasurer Township of Woolwich
Finance: Theresa Bisch, Treasurer Township of Wellesley

Signature

Date
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Waterloo North Hydro – Public Engagement Findings Report
1.0 Background
On June 7, 2017 the (3) Municipal shareholders of the Waterloo North Hydro (WNH)
Holding Corporation (HOLDCO) received a report dated May 23, 2017 from KPMG
identifying four strategic options for the WNH Asset; namely Stand-Alone, Potential
Divestiture, Merger or Acquisition. The Municipal councils voted unanimously to remove
divestiture as an option moving forward and set evaluation criteria for the remaining 3
options to be evaluated against. The purpose of this report is to provide the community
feedback on the remaining three options through the lens of the evaluation criteria; and
to provide administrative advice to the shareholder councils of WNH regarding next
steps.
On June 7, 2017 the Municipal councils jointly approved WWWCAO2017-002 Waterloo
North Hydro – Public Engagement Plan. Over the course of June-August 2017 staff
from the City, Townships and NATIONAL Public Relations consulted with Waterloo
North Hydro customers and stakeholders discussing the future of Waterloo North Hydro.
Attached under Appendix A is NATIONAL Public Relations complete Waterloo North
Hydro – Talk Hydro Community Engagement Report for Municipal Shareholders.
Outlined below are a few key highlights from the engagement report.
2.0 Summary of Outreach Activities
As approved via WWWCAO2017-002, various outreach activities were completed to
support the engagement plan objectives. Several news stories and interviews appeared
or were broadcast in the local media. Advertising was also purchased in the Waterloo
Chronicle and Woolwich Observer to promote both the survey and the Talk Hydro.ca
website. The CEO of Waterloo North Hydro also personally reached out to the utility’s
16 largest customers; explaining the engagement, seeking feedback and encouraging
them to complete the survey. A post card promoting the survey and pubic engagement
campaign was also included in the July Waterloo North Hydro mailed statements. An
email was also sent to all members of the Uptown Waterloo BIA encouraging them to
complete the survey. Information boards and surveys were set up in several “pop up”
locations including the City of Waterloo Service Centre Open House, A Taste of
Woolwich, Township of Wellesley Canada 150th Celebration and in the lobby of the
Waterloo City Centre. The campaign and survey link was also promoted on the home
page of the three municipalities respective websites, as well as Waterloo North Hydro’s
website. We also created a “virtual public information centre” on the Talk Hydro.ca
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website. The virtual PIC provided “engagement on demand” and contained all of the
reports and presentations that were shared during the in-person PICs and also directed
people to complete the online survey.
3.0 Audience Reach
One of the main objectives of the Talk Hydro public engagement plan was to inform and
educate as many Waterloo North Hydro customers and stakeholders as possible about
the asset review and the (3) options being considered. Since launching on June 8, 2017
there have been 7,198 page views, with over 1,000 unique users spending significant
time (> 2 minutes) to be informed with our options for the future of Waterloo North Hydro
(WNH).
Overall 76% of the website traffic came from visitors in the target Waterloo, Woolwich
and Wellesley area.
Website visitors:

4.0 What Matters Most to the Public
Through the Talk Hydro Survey, WNH customers were asked to identify their top three
priorities to consider when evaluating the future of Waterloo North Hydro. Of the
following seven evaluation criteria, rates and service reliability were the top priorities;
with the overall results demonstrating that all of the evaluation criteria are important to
the community to varying degrees.
1) Customer Distribution Rates: Safeguard residents and business from
increased distribution rates (250 responses)
2) Reliability and Service Levels: Continue or exceed quality, safety, reliability
and customer service standards. (248 responses)
3) Financial Return to Municipalities: Achieve the best financial return and
overall asset value (120 responses)
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4) Synergies & Operational Efficiency Savings: Streamline and enhance service
and systems with innovation and technology. (99 responses)
5) Economic Development: Encourage cost-effectiveness and reinvestment of
capital funds for local growth (93 responses)
6) Local Control - may be diminished and should be assessed against
shareholders’ comfort level (88 responses)
7) Job Retention and Impact on Employees: Preserve existing, local jobs (77
responses)
Chart #1 - Talk Hydro Surveys (What Matters Most To You?):

5.0 Evaluation Criteria Compared to our Options
Based on the evaluation criteria feedback received from the 342 survey responses,
Appendix A includes a detailed review of how each evaluation criteria aligns with the (3)
options being considered. Similar to the May 23, 2017 KPMG WNH Review of Strategic
Options Report, the evaluation criteria feedback indicates that all (3) options are viable
and in alignment with the evaluation criteria. Chart #2 (following page) summarizes the
evaluation criteria and their alignment with each option.
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Chart #2 – How the Options Align with the Evaluation Criteria:

Customer Distribution Rates

250

Reliability and Service Levels

248

Financial Return to Municipalities

120

Synergies & Operational Efficiency Savings

99

Economic Development

93

Local Control

88

Job Retention and Impact on Employees

77

Option #3 -

LDC Merger

LDC

Acquisition

Option #2 -

Responses

Option #1 -

Evaluation Criteria

Stand-Alone

HOW DO THE OPTIONS ALIGN WITH THE EVALUATION CRITERIA

Alignment Legend:
Full Alignment
Partial Alignment
Minimal Alignment

6.0 Staff Recommendations
In conclusion, it is the recommendation of the staff of the City of Waterloo, Township of
Woolwich and Township of Wellesley that based on the public engagement feedback
received through the Waterloo North Hydro Public Engagement process and the
strategic options review report previously completed by KPMG that the councils of the
City of Waterloo, the Township of Woolwich and the Township of Wellesley approve;
1) Report WWWCAO2017-003
2) Appendix A - Waterloo North Hydro – Talk Hydro Community Engagement
Report for Municipal Shareholders as prepared by NATIONAL Public Relations
3) Direct the Holdco Board of Directors to continue to investigate potential merger
and or acquisition transactions in the local geographical area
4) Direct municipal staff to conduct a third party financial benefit analysis on any
potential merger and or acquisition transactions that may be completed, and that
the third party analysis also be shared with the Holdco Board of Directors along
with a reliance letter.
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Appendix A – Waterloo North Hydro – Talk Hydro Community Engagement
Report for Municipal Shareholders (prepared by NATIONAL Public
Relations)

DISCUSSING
THE FUTURE OF
WATERLOO
NORTH HYDRO
TALK HYDRO FINAL REPORT

SEPTEMBER 6, 2017
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INTRODUCTION

Ontario’s electricity market is undergoing unprecedented change
as municipalities across the province consider potential
transaction options for their local electricity distribution
companies. Against this backdrop of provincial change, the City
of Waterloo, Township of Woolwich and the Township of
Wellesley – the three Waterloo North Hydro shareholders –
launched an asset review process to ensure the municipalities
are receiving maximum benefit for the shared utility.
As of May 17, 2017, the initial options being considered by the
Waterloo North Hydro Holding Corporation are merger, sale,
acquisition and standalone. On June 8, the sale of Waterloo
North Hydro was taken off the table at a joint meeting of the
three Councils.
With residents being the true shareholders of the asset, Waterloo
North Hydro’s Talk Hydro communications and public
engagement campaign sought to educate and seek values-based
input between June 8 and August 31, 2017. The following report
outlines the results and analyzes the feedback shared.
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INTENT OF ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM
Program Goal:
To develop a public engagement plan that will guide Waterloo North Hydro and its three municipal
shareholders — the City of Waterloo, Township of Woolwich and Township of Wellesley — on the company’s
future direction.
Ensure all community members have the opportunity to learn about and contribute to the discussion on the
future of Waterloo North Hydro.

Program Objectives:
1.

Raise awareness of the rationale for the asset review.

2.

Inform and educate the public about the issues/opportunities facing Waterloo North Hydro and the
options for the future.

3.

Maintain customer and public trust.

4.

Design a process with integrity that engages through multiple channels, creating an open and accessible
process.

Target:
Complete the Talk Hydro consultation by August 31, 2017, engaging community stakeholders in the potential
transformation of the Waterloo North Hydro business. Provide an optional survey to gauge the public’s
feedback on next steps through a digital or in-person survey.
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ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

1

2

STRATEGIC
PLANNING

PUBLIC
ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

INFORM
& CONSULT

TALKHYDRO.CA
SOCIAL MEDIA
BILL INSERTS
WEBSITE BANNERS
DIGITAL SCREENS
POSTCARDS
PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRES
POP-UP ENGAGEMENT AT CITY HALL
MEDIA RELATIONS

TRADITIONAL ADVERTISING

4

NEXT STEPS

3

ANALYZE DATA &
REPORT TO COUNCIL

SUPPORTED BY:
COUNCIL RELATIONS

METHODOLOGY
The results of the following data collected between June 8, 2017 and August 31, 2017 is
organized according to Google’s SEE-THINK-DO-CARE framework. This framework allows
us to quantify participant engagement at each stage of interaction with Talk Hydro’s
content, from seeing a message to taking action.
1.

Google Analytics: Data from the Talk Hydro website was captured using Google
Analytics, which showed:


Where website traffic came from;



How content performed; and



The total number of visits to the website.

2.

Survey Analysis: Survey responses were analyzed using a variety of data science tools,
which allowed us to determine what participants viewed as the most important
priorities in deciding the future of Waterloo North Hydro.

3.

Thematic Analysis: Open-ended survey questions were analyzed for key themes using
artificial intelligence from IBM’s Watson.
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KEY INSIGHTS
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KEY INSIGHTS FROM CONSULTATION (1/2)
Since launching on June 8, there has been high-quality traffic on the Talk
Hydro engagement tools. As of August 31, there were 7,198 page views
(outside of Toronto) with 1,001 unique users spending significant time (two
minutes and ten seconds) to be informed with our options for the future of
Waterloo North Hydro (WNH).
Based on the most important priorities, none of our three options is an overwhelming or
obvious choice based on the most important priorities identified by members of the
public who chose to take the Talk Hydro Survey (342 responses).
 Customer Distribution Rates (73%) and Reliability and Service Levels (72.5%) were top
priorities identified in the Talk Hydro Survey, followed by Financial Return to
Municipalities (35%).
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KEY INSIGHTS FROM CONSULTATION (2/2)









Of the visitors to the Talk Hydro website, 32% chose to take the optional Talk Hydro
Survey.
Only 34% of those who took the Talk Hydro Survey had additional feedback to consider.
Major themes included:
 Cost/Rates
 Service/Distribution Reliability
 Local Control
 Energy Sources
 Trust
High amount of engagement on site with an average of 2m 10s for each user session.
 On average, five and a half pages of content were viewed.
Extremely low percentage of viewers leaving the site after the homepage - bounce rate
is excellent at just over 3.5% (anything under 50% is good).
76% of the website traffic is from visitors in Waterloo, Woolwich and Wellesley followed
by Elmira, Cambridge, Guelph and Hamilton.
Paid advertising and social media drove the greatest participation, while Public
Information Centres had only ten attendees.
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WHAT MATTERS MOST TO THE PUBLIC?
While rates and service reliability remain top priority, the results of the Talk Hydro Survey
demonstrated that all evaluation criteria are important to the community.




The Talk Hydro Survey asked the public to identify their top three priorities to consider for the future
of Waterloo North Hydro.
We received a total of 975 choices from our 342 as not every participant ranked their top choices.
Customer Distribution Rates (73%) and Reliability and Service Levels (72.5%) were top priorities,
followed by Financial Return to Municipalities (35%).
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TOP THREE PRIORITIES COMPARED TO OUR
THREE OPTIONS
Of the top three priorities identified by Talk Hydro Survey participants, there is full
alignment with Option 3 – Merger. Option 1: Stand Alone and Option 2: LDC Acquisition
had moderate alignment from Reliability and Service Level, and Financial Return to
Municipalities priorities but not for the top priority, Customer Distribution Rates.
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BOTTOM FOUR PRIORITIES COMPARED TO OUR
THREE OPTIONS
Of the four other priorities all have moderate to full alignment for Option 2 – LDC
Acquisition and Option 3 – Merger. However, Option 1 - Stand Alone varies between mild
alignment (Synergies and Operational Efficiency Savings) and full alignment (Local
Control, and Job Retention and Impact on Employees.
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ANYTHING ELSE TO KEEP IN MIND? (1/2)
66% of Talk Hydro Survey respondents did not have any additional feedback for us to
consider for the future of Waterloo North Hydro. Of the 34% who provided feedback, we
identified the themes on the following page. They are consistent with the top priorities
identified in the Survey (rates and service delivery).
Is There Anything Else You Would
Like The Three Municipalities To
Keep In Mind As The Process
Moves Forward?

Word Cloud from the Additional Comments
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ANYTHING ELSE TO KEEP IN MIND? (2/2)
 Cost/Rates: While identified as a top concern in the Survey, comments reinforced
their priority. Comments referenced the public’s concern with current electricity rates
and their handling by the provincial government. Where possible, the public is looking
for relief from high electricity rates.
 Service/Distribution Reliability: No mater the option chosen, the public wants to
continue or exceed the strong record of service delivery from Waterloo North Hydro.
Customers should be at the heart of decision making.
 Local Control: Members of the public want to ensure local jobs and community
benefit. If merging or acquisition is considered, residents recommended local utilities
in Kitchener, Cambridge and Guelph.
 Energy Sources: Some residents recommended WNH look to green energy or
alternative sources of energy. Others said a plan needs to be made since green
energy sources are depleting the rate-payer pool and increasing rate costs.
 Trust: Residents want to be kept in the loop about the decisions being made. There is
a lack of trust about big entities, in particular the provincial government and Hydro
One.
14

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
INSIGHTS
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PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT APPROACH
Talk Hydro has used a number of paid, owned and earned strategies to drive traffic to the
Talk Hydro website. Our goal is to convert those who see the website into active
participants in the Talk Hydro public engagement.


SEE: We’re trying to raise awareness of the Talk Hydro public engagement among the
132,638 residents from the three shareholder municipalities and 56,000 Waterloo
North Hydro customers.



THINK: Throughout the consultation, we have been focused on identifying and building
our qualified audience - the Talk Hydro participants who exhibit engaged intent and
measurable outcomes beyond visits to the TalkHydro.ca website.



DO: To integrate valuable public feedback, we’re asking the engagement participants
to take action and better educate themselves.



CARE: The intention is for Talk Hydro participants to share and encourage others to
participate in the public engagement without being asked to by us. Note that CARE
was not the focus of the Talk Hydro public engagement program.
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PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT TACTICAL SUMMARY
OBJECTIVE

SEE

THINK

- Reach Waterloo,
Wellesley and
Woolwich general
public

- Inform them about our
options for the future of
Waterloo North Hydro

DO

- Get them on-board
with our options and
process

CARE

- Keep them updated
and engaged to build
trust in the process

APPROACH
-

Earned Media
Paid Media (Trad’l Ads)
Digital signs
Bill inserts
Social media

- TalkHydro.ca
- Talk Hydro Postcards

-

Talk Hydro Survey
Ask Us Anything
Attend a PIC or virtual PIC
Contact Us

- Twitter and Facebook
shares

SEE:
How Well Did
Talk Hydro Build
Awareness?
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SEE OVERVIEW
Below lists the total audience who had the potential to see information about Talk Hydro.
The following has a total reach of 426,072.




PAID – We submitted traditional advertising for the PICs in the Waterloo Chronicle and Woolwich
Observer which helped us create awareness of the asset review and TalkHydro.ca.
•

Waterloo Chronicle – 60,000 reach

•

Woolwich Observer – 15,700 reach

OWNED – Banners on owned websites, WNH bill inserts and posts on Facebook and Twitter pages.


Waterloo North Hydro – 1,482 (FB)* and 5,998 (Twitter)* and 56,000 (bill inserts)



City of Waterloo – 8,005 (FB)* and 47,400 (Twitter)*



Township of Woolwich – 946 (FB)* and 2,696 (Twitter)*



Township of Wellesley – 89 (FB)* and 56 (Twitter)*

* Note that the exact views on the posts about Talk Hydro on Facebook and Twitter can be confirmed
with Waterloo North Hydro and each stakeholder municipality that posted content.


EARNED – Five stories were earned in local news outlets.


(2) CBC Kitchener Waterloo – 75,000 reach



CTV Kitchener – 74,000 reach



Waterloo Chronicle – 60,000 reach

•

Woolwich Observer – 15,700 reach
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WHERE DID THE VISITORS COME FROM?
76% of the website traffic is from visitors in Waterloo, Woolwich and Wellesley followed
by Elmira, Cambridge, Guelph and Hamilton.
 Users from Kitchener are captured in the Waterloo visitors category since there is no
way to know if they are Waterloo residents who work in Kitchener.
 Data from Toronto was stripped to ensure that these numbers do not include
NATIONAL staff. Thus, Waterloo residents who went onto TalkHydro.ca while in Toronto
are omitted.

LEGEND
1

1,200+
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SEE – WHERE DO THEY COME FROM?
Most of the website traffic is from people who wrote TalkHydro.ca directly into their web
browser. Direct visitors are our most dedicated readers. This demonstrates that
TalkHydro.ca is easy to remember and the banner ads are driving quality users.
 Referral traffic is mostly from Twitter (t.co), Waterloo.ca, Google, wnhydro.com and
CBC.ca.
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SEE – SOCIAL MEDIA REFERRAL TRAFFIC
Twitter and Facebook are responsible for 19% of new sessions and 194 total new users.
 Twitter drives more traffic to the website compared to Facebook.
 There was a 49% increase in users coming from social media after additional social
posts were published half way through the public engagement.
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SEE – SURVEY REFERRALS
Owned, earned and paid
communications were important drivers
of the two-and-a-half-month consultation.
 Of the 342 Talk Hydro Surveys
received online and in-person, most
respondents heard about the
consultation through earned social
media and paid traditional
advertising.
 The other 40 respondents are
predominately from the pop-up
engagement at City Hall.
 News media and council relations
also played an important role in
raising awareness.

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT TALK HYDRO?
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THINK:
How Effectively Did
Talk Hydro Facilitate
Dialogue?
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THINK – TALK HYDRO OVERVIEW
Through advertising, owned and earned platforms, there have been 1,001 unique active
users who spent quality time (2 minutes and 10 seconds) engaging with the Talk Hydro
content. 64% of these users are “active”, spending time on more pages than the home
page.


There were 7,198 page views on the Talk Hydro website.

On average, visitors visited 5.5 pages.
 76% are new visitors to the site while 24% are returning visitors.




While visitors spent quality time on the site (2m 10s), time on site was down
from the first month of public engagement.
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THINK – TALK HYDRO ENGAGEMENT TIMELINE
Most users visited Talk Hydro during the first two weeks of the engagement and the two
weeks before its conclusion. This increase in activity and engagement with Talk Hydro
aligns to the earned media push, resulting coverage and social media activity.
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THINK – WHAT ARE THEY READING?
When on TalkHydro.ca, residents were
educated by our priority inform and
engage materials – Survey, Options
and Questions (Why now?).
 Visitors read 5.5 pages of
TalkHydro.ca on average.
 Of the 7,208 local page views, most
are spending time on the
homepage, Survey, Our Options,
Have Your Say, and Why Now?
pages.

 The August engagement push and
website refresh increased the
number of users who took the Talk
Hydro Survey.
27

DO:
What Feedback
Did We Receive
from Talk Hydro?
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DO – TALK HYDRO ACTIONS
Of those going to the site, 32% of the people on HOW DID THE PUBLIC TAKE ACTION?
the site are converting into action: taking the Talk
Hydro Survey.


342 Talk Hydro Survey submissions online or
in-person.




After the first month of education and
awareness building, there was a 100%
increase (16% to 32%) in those taking the
Talk Hydro survey.

24 questions or comments posted.
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DO – PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE
71 people visited the “Events and Reports” page which profiled the three Public
Information Centres and 10 people attended the Public Information Centre.


Waterloo – 6 attendees



Woolwich – 3 attendees



Wellesley – 1 attendees



Virtual PIC – 32 visitors

Despite advertising, media relations and council relations, we saw low attendance at
the Public Information Centres in June.


This is a trend observed through many open houses in the region and across Ontario
municipalities.



Even when residents were given the option to go to the Virtual Public Information
Centre live on June 24, engagement was still low.
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CARE:
Who Became
Advocates for
Talk Hydro?
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CARE – SHARING EARNED MEDIA
The 5 earned media stories generated a total of 193 shares.


CBC Kitchener Waterloo – Merge, buy, stand alone?



CTV Kitchener – Selling off the table for Waterloo North Hydro



CTV Kitchener - Waterloo North Hydro may look to merge with another utility



Waterloo Chronicle - Selling Waterloo North Hydro off the table



Woolwich Observer – Bad timing for talk of exploring options for WNH
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APPENDIX

EDUCATION MATERIALS
3 OF 8 PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTRE & POP-UP ENGAGEMENT POSTERS

EDUCATION MATERIALS
DIGITAL SCREENS & POSTCARDS

BILL INSERTS

